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ABSTRACT

We present a set of simulated X-band scattering data for civilian vehicles. For ten facet models of civilian
vehicles, a high-frequency electromagnetic simulation produced fully polarized, far-ﬁeld, monostatic scattering
for 360 degrees azimuth and elevation angles from 30 to 60 degrees. The 369 GB of phase history data is stored
in a MATLAB ﬁle format. This paper describes the CVDomes data set along with example imagery using 2D
backpro jection, single pass 3D, and multi-pass 3D.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we describe a library of simulated X-band scattering data for civilian vehicles. For ten facet
models, a high-frequency electromagnetic scattering code1 was used to produce fully polarized far-ﬁeld monostatic
scattering with a bandwidth of 5.35GHz, for 360 degrees azimuth and elevation angles from 30 to 60 degrees.
The viewing angles are depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Visualization of elevation and azimuth angles used in computing simulated monostatic scattering. The viewing
sphere is shown with a Tacoma CAD model.

2. CAD MODELS
The ﬁle names for ten modiﬁed facet ﬁles are listed in Table 1. Modiﬁcations to the original facet ﬁles are
detailed in this section.

2.1 Ground Plane
The two-bounce multi-path returns from the ground and target contribute signiﬁcantly to the observed returns
in measured data. Therefore, it is important to include a ground plane in electromagnetic simulation of backscattered ﬁelds. For each CAD model, two facet ﬁles were created: one suitable for elevation angles no less than 30◦
and one for elevation angles no less than 44◦ . Note that the latter has a much smaller ground plane, resulting
in an electrically smaller CAD ob ject and shorter execution times.
An example of virtual dihedral returns from the ground plane and vehicle are visible in the MATLAB
ray-tracing of a Ford Taurus SE facet model shown in Figure 2.
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Vehicle
Toyota Camry
Honda Civic 4dr
1993 Jeep
1999 Jeep
Nissan Maxima
Mazda MPV
Mitsubishi
Nissan Sentra
Toyota Avalon
Toyota Tacoma

FileName.facet
CamryGnd30.facet
HondaCivic4drGnd30.facet
Jeep93Gnd30.facet
Jeep99Gnd30.facet
MaximaGnd30.facet
MazdaMPVGnd30.facet
MitsubishiGnd30.facet
SentraGnd30.facet
ToyotaAvalonGnd30.facet
ToyotaTacomaGnd30.facet

Table 1. Facet ﬁles for ten civilian vehicles; listed are ﬁles with ground plane suﬃcient for elevation angles no less than
30 degrees. A second set of ﬁles was created with smaller ground planes that supports elevation angles no less than 44
degrees; these additional ﬁles end in Gnd44.facet.

Figure 2. Visualization of ray tracing with Taurus wagon CAD model; visible at the bottom left are two bounce returns
that signiﬁcantly contribute to the target signature, especially at cardinal angles.

2.2 Material Labels
Material labels in the given CAD models were set to positive integers. Some material label numbers were modiﬁed
from the original ﬁles; modiﬁcations are detailed below.
Many of the original CAD models contain interior components. Of the ten CAD models, seven contain facets
with material label 80 to construct rough polygonal solids ﬁlling the vehicle interior. Such components are often
used to absorb rays that enter the vehicle interior during simulation. The material label number for these facets
was set to 200, for absorber. Of the ten CAD models, two contain facets with material label 208 for interior
hard plastic components. The material label number for these facets was set to 200, for absorber. Finally, two
models contain facets with material label 404 for interior seats. Likewise, the material label number for these
facets was set to 200, for absorber. A summary of the interior facets is given in Table 2.
The integer labels selected for the modiﬁed facet ﬁles are given in Table 3.

3. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The material label numbers deﬁne a material for each facet in the CAD models. The electrical and magnetic
properties of the glass and asphalt are also deﬁned. Below, we document selections for these properties.

3.1 Glass
For automotive glass, we chose to prohibit rays from entering into the vehicle interior, because the interior is not
modeled in most facet ﬁles. This was accomplished with layered material and half-space backing (air, E = μ = 1).
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Vehicle
Toyota Camry
Honda Civic 4dr
1993 Jeep
1999 Jeep
Nissan Maxima
Mazda MPV
Mitsubishi
Nissan Sentra
Toyota Avalon
Toyota Tacoma

80 (ﬁll)

208 (plastic)

√
√
√

√

√
√

404 (seats)
√

√

√

√
√

Table 2. Several facet ﬁles among the ten civilian vehicles contain interior components; for use in the CVDomes data set,
the material labels for all interior facets were set to 200 for absorber.

Material

Material

perfect electrical conductor (PEC)
rubber
glass
plastic
asphalt half-space
interior absorber ﬁll material∗
interior seats and plastic∗

0
200
300
500
501
200
200

Table 3. Material numbers are integer labels to identify material types in a facet ﬁle. (An asterisk denotes that some, but
not all, models include interior facets.)

This way, we get the correct reﬂection coeﬃcient from the glass, but there is no transmitted ray into the interior
of the CAD model.
For the glass layer,2 thickness was approximated as 0.25 inch, E = 5.9 − j0.15 and μ = 1.0. Note that highfrequency simulation code uses the −jω sign convention; as a result, passive materials have negative imaginary
parts for E. The few plastic parts were assigned the same material properties as glass, acknowledging that the
ﬁdelity of the CAD models limits the utility of optimizing material selections. The material label number for
rubber, 200, was identiﬁed as absorber. Finally, note that the code required material label 0 for perfect electrical
conductor (PEC).

3.2 Asphalt
A brief review of the available literature yielded a representative model for the electric3 and magnetic4 properties:
E = 5.9 − j0.1 and μ = 1.0008. A mildly surprising similarity was found between reported E values for glass and
asphalt.

4. EM SIMULATION
Monostatic scattering was computed using a high-frequency electromagnetic (EM) simulation. For a triangular
facet CAD model, the code uses geometric optics (shooting-and-bouncing rays) to induce currents, and then
computes a physical-optics integral to generate electric ﬁeld values in the far-ﬁeld. The code supports material
properties and provides an extrapolation capability for fast, approximate calculations. For the simulation parameters derived below, the extrapolation feature provides an acceleration in computation of approximately 75
– turning 11 weeks of CPU time into one day.

4.1 Input Parameters for Frequencies and Angles
Given the desired parameters in Table 4, we can derive all input parameters for the EM simulation.
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Parameter
Radar center frequency
Unambiguous range
Extrapolation extent
Azimuth extent
Elevation extent
speed of light

Value
9.6 GHz
≈ 15 m
≤ 0.25◦
360◦
◦
30 to 60◦
299792458 m/s

Table 4. Desired parameter values for high-frequency simulation of mononstatic far-ﬁeld scattering.

1. Shooting rays: rays are shot every δ = 0.5◦ , and the simulation extrapolates monostatic scattered ﬁelds
±0.25◦ using a point scattering approximation locally for a small sector in azimuth and elevation. The
selection of ±0.25◦ extrapolation is an engineering judgment that balances scattering ﬁdelity (at a level
commensurate with the CAD precision) with accelerated execution. In this case, the extrapolation provides
approximately 75 : 1 savings in execution time. Thus, each sector is a 0.5◦ -by-0.5◦ region of azimuth and
elevation samples for which monostatic scattering is approximated from a single ray tracing. The sectors
tessellate the viewing sphere, keeping angular sampling constant, and adjacent sectors overlap at exactly
one point on the boundary. These boundary points may be averaged to mitigate extrapolation discrepancy.
2. Angle sampling: We ﬁrst select an odd integer K to yield approximately 15 meter unambiguous range.
Computing at the center frequency of 9.6 GHz, we have
c/2
1
≈ 15m ⇒ Δθ ≈
.
2fc sin(Δθ/2)
16.7◦

(1)

0.5
1◦
16.7◦
≈
⇒K ≈
+ 1 = 9.35◦ ,
K −1
16.7
2

(2)

Thus, with a half-degree sector,

where K is the number of extrapolation samples. Hence, we choose K = 9 for approximately 15m unambiguous range and half-degree sectors. And, the resulting angular step size is
step size =

0.5
1
=
= 0.0625 degrees.
16
9−1

(3)

Finally, this choice of angular step yields a 14.314 meter unambiguous range.
3. Sector size: For the required input parameter, we next determine “sector size.” The D-by-D angular
sectors, when centered on quarter-integer {azimuth, elevation} pairs, should tessellate the sphere, keeping
angular sampling constant (to within machine precision) and overlapping with the adjacent sector on the
boundary. Thus, the extent (from ﬁrst to last sample) of a sector is given by one-half degree.
4. Frequency sampling: we choose to select bandwidth and number of frequency bins so the down-range
spatial frequency sampling matches the cross-range fy frequency sampling, at the center frequency; this
selection facilitates square-pixel imaging in the slant plane:
Δfy

= 2fc sin(Δθ/2) = 2 · 9600 sin(
= 10.47197499276902 MHz.

1 1 π
)
16 2 180

(4)

Consequently, selecting N = 512 bins (511 steps) we have
BW = 511Δfy = 5.351179221304969 GHz.
The scattering code uses this ﬁgure in the units of inches, so we compute
c/2
299792458/2 m/s
=
BW
BW
Hz

100 cm/m
= 1.10282726377150 inches.
2.54 cm/in
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(5)

Finally, the code deﬁnes “image size” as N/2 times this inches bandwidth, hence we obtain ±282.3237795255046 inches
for the square image extent.
These derived parameters required as input for the code are summarized in Table 5; MATLAB format is adopted
for deﬁning strings of numbers, and “Advance15” refers to the extrapolation option.
Input Parameter
Radar center frequency
Azimuth centers
Elevation centers, high
Elevation centers, low
Bandwidth
Image size
Frequency bins
Advance15: Angles per side
Advance15: Degree Span

Value
9.6 GHz
[0.25 : 0.5 : 359.75] degrees
[44.25 : 0.5 : 59.75] degrees
[30.25 : 0.5 : 43.75] degrees
1.10282726377150 inches
±282.3237795255046 inches
512
9
0.50000000000000 degrees

Table 5. Derived parameter values for high-frequency simulation of mononstatic far-ﬁeld scattering.

4.2 Input Parameters for Shooting-and-bouncing Rays
The code accepts input parameters to deﬁne options in the implementation of the shooting-and-bouncing rays
technique. Our selected settings are listed in Table 6. Note that the code does not allow an all-bounce contribution
(PTD solution) when using a bulk material.
Input Page Section
#A File
#F Az and El
#G center frequency
#G bandwidth DELZ
#G bandwidth DELX
#G bins
#G SAR image size
#H EM Settings
#J SBR Settings: max. bounces
#J SBR Settings
#K Materials
#K Materials
#K Materials
#Advance15 angles per side
#Advance15 degree span

Option Selected
Enter facet ﬁle name
Script creates values for parallel jobs
9.60 GHz
1.10282726377150 inches
1.10282726377150 inches
512
±282.3237795255046 inches square
SBR on ﬁrst bounce
4
10 rays per wavelength
“200” is the facet label for absorber
“2” ⇒ some parts are not PEC
insert materials into the input page
9
0.50000000000000

Table 6. Input page parameter values for high-frequency simulation of mononstatic far-ﬁeld scattering.

5. HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING
The computational costs of the EM simulation are largely due to tracing of the shooting and bouncing rays (SBR).
Because computing the results for a given set of azimuth and elevation angles is independent of computations
from any other set, it would appear that massive parallelism is straightforward; however, when one attempts to
scale simple computations over very large sets of processors, challenges often present themselves. These challenges
and our corresponding solutions are discussed below. The computers used for this activity were sponsored by
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the HPCMO. The details of the system used to run the EM simulation code are: 2048 Processors, 4 GB/Node,
4 TB Total, Inﬁniband Interconnect, 97 Terabyte Workspace, AMD Opteron (2.8 GHz). The HPCMO supplies
these resources to a large customer base across the DoD and manages access via a queuing system. Over 72,000
CPU hours were required to complete the computations for this eﬀort. With such a large investment, it was
critical that the resource allocations were used in an eﬃcient manner.
When a lab has total control of an HPC system, it becomes possible for several users to log on simultaneously
and collectively process data. We attempt to provide this same capability in a shared environment and provide
the ability to dynamically interface with the queuing system. A directory is identiﬁed for storing information
about the computational tasks to be performed. For our purpose, the directory contains the lists of targets
and angles. Permissions are set to allow collaboration. In this way, deﬁning the list of tasks to be performed
becomes independent of which user and/or which job actually computes these tasks. Additional tasks can be
dynamically added without requiring a user to kill and restart jobs. If resources are already in use, a new task
obtains real-time access to running resources. The outcome is that a queued systems behaves like an interactive
system with exceptional eﬃciency.
For each target, a template input ﬁle was customized. A C-shell script created the required input ﬁles that
spanned each angular sector (illustrated in Table 5) by simple string replacements from the template. The
entire partial data dome consists of 86,400 ﬁles for each vehicle (both input and output ﬁles were saved). Each
output ﬁle contains HH, HV, and VV linear polarizations with a complex-valued scattering coeﬃcient at each
frequency sample; 512 frequency samples span approximately 5.35 GHz bandwidth centered at 9.6 GHz. The
output ﬁles provide a full circle of 720 azimuth sectors [0.25 : 0.50 : 359.75] for each of 60 sectors in elevation,
[30.25 : 0.50 : 59.75]. Integers were used for a one-to-one mapping for the ﬁle convention. An integer value EL
corresponds to an elevation angle of 30.25 + 0.50∗EL, where EL has a valid range of [0 : 59]. Similarly, an integer
value of AZ corresponded to an azimuth angle of 30.25 + 0.5∗AZ, where AZ has a valid range [0 : 719]. After
extrapolation of azimuth and elevation to 0.0625 angular sectors across the azimuth and elevation extents of
[0◦ , 360◦] and [30◦, 60◦ ], the data is processed and compressed into MATLAB ﬁles described in the next section.

6. MATLAB DATA FILES
Each data dome is stored as a set of elevation ﬁles with the ﬁle format [vehicle] el[elevation angle].mat.
For example,
CamryGnd el30.0000.mat
stores the 360-degree phase history in a structure variable for the 30 degree elevation cut of the Toyota Camry.
The data set contains elevations at 0.0625 degree intervals from 30 to 60 degrees. Each ﬁle contains a structure
variable called data, where
data.azim is a vector of the azimuths in degrees;
data.hh, data.vv, data.hv are complex phase history arrays;
data.elev is the elevation angle in degrees; and
data.FGHz is a vector of frequencies in GHz.
The data is distributed by the Air Force Research Laboratory’s SDMS at
https://www.sdms.afrl.af.mil/main.php.
Requests require a portable hard drive with a minimum formatted capacity of 369 GB; nominally 500 GB is
suﬃcient.

7. SAMPLE IMAGING APPLICATIONS
The database of data domes provides the opportunity to generate images for a variety of simulated conditions.
In this section, we provide a few example images that demonstrate some of the capabilities of the CVDomes
database. These examples include simple 2D backpro jection images along with single-pass and multi-pass 3D
applications.
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(a) side, low res.
(b) side, high res.
(c) back, low res.
(d) back, high res.
Figure 3. A Camry is imaged using 2D backprojection from the broad side in (a) and (b). The same vehicle is imaged
from the back in (c) and (d).

7.1 2D Images
Given the available 360 degrees of aspect as well as the 30 to 60 degrees of elevation it is possible to generate
images from a variety of perspectives and cross-range resolutions. Additionally, the database provides more than
5 GHz of bandwidth centered at 9.6 GHz; this allows for range resolution up to approximately 1.1 inches.
To demonstrate some of the imaging capability, we begin with images in Figure 3. Each image was generated
using fast backpro jection5 with data from a single elevation slice at 45 degrees from the left side and back of the
Camry. With a radar center frequency of 9.6 GHz, the radar wavelength λ = c/9.6e9 ≈ 0.03m. Thus the range
and cross-range resolutions are given by6
ρy l =

c
λ
and ρxl =
,
2BW
2Δθ

where xt and y t are referenced from the direction of the radar.
Figure 3a shows a magnitude image of the side of a Camry that uses 640 MHz of radar bandwidth and a
four degree aperture, providing approximately 0.21 m×0.23 m resolution. When using 5 GHz of bandwidth and
a 30 degree aperture, for approximately 0.03 m×0.03 m resolution, the side of the Camry is sharper as shown in
Figure 3b. Similarly, Figures 3c and 3d show low and high resolution views of the Camry from the back.
By combining multiple images of a vehicle from diﬀerent aspects, it is possible to gain some understanding
of the vehicle’s shape. Figure 4 shows four magnitude images that were generated from the coherent addition of
complex 2D images. The individual subaperture images were taken from diﬀerent azimuths stepped around the
full 360 degrees of aspect using a nominal 45 degree elevation. If a vehicle were placed at the center of a circular
SAR scene, as shown in Figure 4a, then the composite images for low and high resolution would look similar
to those shown in Figures 4c and 4d respectively. For the 4 degree aperture low resolution images, individual
images were repeated with a two degree overlap for a total of 180 images around the scene. Likewise for the 30
degree aperture high resolution images, individual images were taken every 15 degrees of aspect for a total of 24
images.
We also generated simulated 360 degree imagery for a vehicle that is rotated and oﬀset from the scene center
by q = 0.4 times the ﬂight path radius, as described in Figure 4b. Figures 4e and 4f show the low and high
resolution oﬀset images, where each subaperture image uses a diﬀerent elevation slice of the data dome that was
determined from the geometry of the ﬂight path to vehicle location.
The images in Figure 4 c-d show the typical characteristics of civilian vehicles in SAR imagery. Generally,
there is an inner and outer ring of scattering. The inner ring shows the even bounce dihedral base of the vehicle
with the ground, while the outer ring describes the odd bounce direct return from the elevated rooﬂine.7, 8 Given
that these vehicles are sitting on a ﬂat ground plane, elevated features are closer to the radar and are shown closer
to the radar as imaged in 2D; this is the layover eﬀect.6 The layover bulges in the oﬀset imagery (Figure 4b)
since the elevation angle is close to 60 degrees when the vehicle is closest to the radar and 30 degrees when
farthest from the radar.
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Figure 4. In a circular SAR scene, a Camry is sitting a the center (a) and oﬀset from the center with a rotation (b). With
2D imaging from 360 degrees using a sequence of subaperture images, (c) and (e) show lower resolution images, while (d)
and (f ) show higher resolution images.

7.2 Attributed Scattering Centers and Single-pass 3D
Another method to visualize the vehicles of the CVDomes dataset is by extracting attributed scattering centers.8–11 As with the imagery in Figure 4, we begin with wide-angle phase history processed as a sequence of
subaperture 2D images using fast backpro jection.5 A scattering center is found as a local peak in a magnitude
image and is assigned attributes for 2D location, amplitude, polarization, azimuth angle, and elevation angle.8
Finally, we exploit layover and polarization to extract 3D location from the 2D images.8
To illustrate our application of attributed scattering centers, consider Figure 5, which shows three images of
the same Camry using 640 MHz of bandwidth, 5 degree subapertures, and a constant 45 degree elevation. In
Camry q=0.0, θ v=0, pose=0
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Figure 5. A Camry is imaged using attributed scattering centers. In (a) the azimuth attribute is shown along with the
(x, y) location, while the even and odd-bounce attribute is shown in (b). A single-pass 3D image of the Camry is shown
in (c).
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Figure 5a the azimuth attribute is shown on the z-axis. A radar azimuth of zero degrees is imaged from the
positive x direction, shown with dark colored points; as the azimuth angle increases counterclockwise around
360 degrees of aspect, the points are shown with a lighter shade. The leading edge of the vehicle forms a spiral
pattern as azimuth increases.
Next, we adopt a binary attribute to record from which of two polarimetric images the peak was extracted:
even-bounce or odd-bounce. The CVDomes dataset contains both HH and V V horizontal co-polarized and
vertical co-polarized phase histories, respectively. The odd-bounce image is HH + V V , while the even-bounce
image is HH − V V .12–14 Figure 5b shows a composite image of the (x, y) locations of all scattering centers for
the Camry. The blue (dark) points represent the even-bounce scattering centers, and the green (light) points
represent the odd-bounce scattering centers. Notice that the interior even-bounce scattering centers form a shape
of the base of the vehicle, emphasized with the red rectangle, while the odd-bounce points are elevated points
that layover in the direction of the radar.
Finally, Figure 5c shows a single-pass 3D image of the vehicle that was generated by inverting the layover of
the suspected elevated points to positions above the base of the vehicle.8 For emphasis, the odd bounce scattering
centers are shown with blue (dark) points, while the even scattering centers are shown with green (light) points.

7.3 Multi-pass 3D Reconstruction
Under a far-ﬁeld operating scenario, the data collected across multiple passes provides a 3D annulus of k-space
data, as opposed to a 2D annulus in k-space for a single pass collection. This third dimension of k-space data
provides a third dimension of resolution in the image domain, without having to exploit prior knowledge of layover
structure. Image reconstruction can be performed using direct 3D Fourier inversion methods.15 In practical
collection scenarios, it may not be possible to ﬂy enough passes to form suﬃciently high resolution images using
direct Fourier inversion methods. Images can be sharpened by utilizing the fact that radar images usually consist
of a small number of large magnitude scattering centers. Sparse reconstruction algorithms use prior knowledge
of scattering center sparsity by ﬁtting a reconstructed image to collected k-space data, while penalizing for a
large number of small scattering centers. Sparse reconstruction algorithms that solve the optimization problem
x̂ = argmin
x

y − Ax

2
2

+λ x

p
p

(6)

have been applied to enhance radar images from diﬀerent collection geometries.16–20 In the sparse optimization
problem, the measured phase history is y; the reconstructed image is x̂, and A is the Fourier operator; the p-norm
L,K
· pp = k=1 |xk |p , 0 < p ≤ 1, and λ is a sparsity penalty weighting parameter.
The following multi-pass 3D images are formed from 72 non-overlapping 5 degree subapertures in azimuth
covering the full 360 degree aperture; each of the subapertures include all of the passes, covering an elevation
extent of [30◦, 60◦ ], with a bandwidth of 640 MHz centered at 9.6 GHz is used. Samples in k-space are
interpolated to a rectangular grid using nearest-neighbor interpolation to allow FFT implementation of the
Fourier operator. The width of the grid
is calculated as the edge width of the minimum bounding box that
contains the subaperture at azimuth [0◦, 5◦ ]. Each of the subaperture images has a resolution of 0.038m ×
0.038m × 0.038m. Final wide-angle images are a non-coherent combination of the maximum magnitude voxel
across all subaperture images. A more detailed discussion of this imaging processes can be found in Austin et
al.19, 20
An example of multi-pass 3D imaging using direct Fourier inversion is shown at multiple angles for VV and
HV polarizations in Figure 6 and 7. The interpolated data is inverted using an inverse FFT. All reconstructed
points that are 30 dB below the maximum magnitude point are discarded from the image. If these points are
included, the images are blurred and structure of the Camry is obscured. Blurring is a result of spreading of the
image caused by limited k-space bandwidth.6
The structure of the Camry can be seen in the VV polarization images, although the features are not sharp.
This structure cannot be seen in the HV polarization channel; there is some strong scattering in the rear of the
Camry, but any additional structure cannot be seen in the dynamic range plotted.
When using a subaperture with a 5 degree extent in azimuth and a 30 degree extent in elevation, direct
Fourier inversion is capable of generating good 3D reconstructed images, as shown in Figure 6. The beneﬁts
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(a) Side view
(b) Top view
(c) 3D view
Figure 6. Direct Fourier inversion 3D multi-pass imaging of Camry using the VV polarization channel. Larger, darker
points have larger magnitude and smaller, lighter points have smaller magnitude.

(a) Side view
(b) Top view
(c) 3D view
Figure 7. Direct Fourier inversion 3D multi-pass imaging of Camry using the HV polarization channel. Larger, darker
points have larger magnitude and smaller, lighter points have smaller magnitude.

of sparse reconstruction with respect to direct Fourier inversion is most apparent when reconstructing images
from low bandwidth k-space data, or non-linear ﬂight geometries. However, it can still be used to sharpen the
images formed using the bandwidth and multi-pass circular ﬂight geometry considered here. Figures 8 and 9
show sparse reconstructed images for the VV and HV channels, respectively. The sparsity parameter λ = 10,
and p = 1 in both images. The sparsity parameter is chosen qualitatively based on visual image quality. All
reconstructed points that are 50 dB below the maximum point are discarded.

(a) Side view
(b) Top view
(c) 3D view
Figure 8. Sparse reconstruction 3D multi-pass imaging of Camry using the VV polarization channel. Larger, darker points
have larger magnitude and smaller, lighter points have smaller magnitude.

Camry features are shaper in the sparse reconstructed images and a larger dynamic range of reconstructed
scattering is displayed. For example, in the VV image, the roof outline is clear, and the rear-view mirrors can
be seen; this is not the case in the direct Fourier images. Although the structure of the Camry can be seen in
the top view of the HV image, the 3D reconstruction is inferior to the VV image. There are also some artifacts
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(a) Side view
(b) Top view
(c) 3D view
Figure 9. Sparse reconstruction 3D multi-pass imaging of Camry using the HV polarization channel. Larger, darker points
have larger magnitude and smaller, lighter points have smaller magnitude.

in the HV image appearing as scattering below 0 m on the z-axis.
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